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CRG website and mailing list

https://sites.google.com/view/crgl-functions/

crg-description

To subscribe to mailing list fill form.

https://sites.google.com/view/crgl-functions/crg-description
https://sites.google.com/view/crgl-functions/crg-description


CRG themes

L-functions and Automorphic Forms

moments and zeros of L-functions, mean values of long
Dirichlet polynomials, MDS, spectral theory of automorphic
forms, random matrix theory

Explicit Results about L-functions and Primes

bounds for primes and primes in number fields, zero-free
regions, zero-repulsion, zero-density results, bounds for the
least prime in arithmetic progressions and Chebotarev’s density
theorem, online calculator, TME-EMT project, applications
(Diophantine approx. and cryptography).

Comparative Prime Number Theory

Chebyshev’s bias and its generalizations to number
fields/function fields, sign changes of prime counting functions,
size of error terms in prime number theory (Montgomery’s
conjecture), quantitative LI conjecture



Overview of CRG events



CRG pdf at UBC, 2023-2025

Main supervisor: Greg Martin (UBC). opportunity to work
with all CRG leaders.

Dec. 5 deadline.



CRG L-functions conference at UNBC (July 2022)

hybrid format (23 in person, 73 online),

9 longer talks, 19 shorter talks, 25 mathtube videos, list of open
problems,

Themes: approximate functional equation techniques, multiple
Dirichlet series, shifted convolution sums, random matrix theory,
spectral theory of automorphic forms.

2 Icebreaker sessions, 2 EDI sessions, 1 networking session, daily
Gather meetings.



CRG seminar, 2022-2025

Fall 2022-Spring 2025
Schedule for Fall 2022: Thursdays, 11am-noon (Mountain
time)

Coming next: Sanoli Gun (Nov. 24), Anurag Sahay (Dec. 1)

Slides and recordings of some lectures available on Mathtube.



PIMS network Graduate Courses

Fall 2022: Analytic Number Theory 1 (Kadiri, Lethbridge)
introduction to analytic number theory with proof of the
PNT, guest lectures (Martin, Ramaré)
5 UofL and 9 WDA students.

Spring 2023: Analytic Number Theory 2 (Martin, UBC), (
Dirichlet characters, Dirichlet L-functions and their zeros, and
the prime number theorem in arithmetic progressions, limiting
distributions of error terms and comparative prime number
theory (“prime number races”). )

Fall 2023: Moments of L-functions (Hamieh, UNBC).

students in Western Canada register via Western Dean’s
Agreement



Summer School at BIRS-UBCO, July 2-15, 2023

July 2-15, 2023 in Kelowna, BC at UBC Okanagan.

Hybrid model, 30 students in person.

Week 1: Courses on Zero-density, subconvexity, zero-free regions and
repulsion, character sums, Chebotarev’s Density Theorem.

Week 2: Working groups on projects in explicit number theory (articles
written).

Instructors: Hamieh, Hiary, Kadiri, Lumley, M.R. Murty, Ramaré, Sinha,
Treviño, Zaman.

Call for applications in Spring 2023.



FRGs and 2 day events (in progress)

FRGs (focussed research groups) on

Linear independence conjecture.
Primes between cubes.
Montgomery’s conjecture on the error term in the prime
number theorem.

2-day workshops

Connections between multiple Dirichlet series method and
approximate functional equations
Connections between explicit number theory, diophantine
approximation, and cryptography



EDI, Network, and Community Impact

Strengthening research networks.
Facilitating collaborative research.
Connections between PIMS universities, researchers USA,
Europe, Australia, and Asia.

Increasing accessibility at lower cost.
Online components to expand the audience. Hybrid events,
online seminar, and online grad courses.

Showcasing and accelerating diversity in mathematics.
Committed to increased representation and participation from
equity deserving groups, EDI sessions on career building and
advancement.


